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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Definition of the Problem
The multiplicity of business cycle theories has
come about as the results of the attempts made by noted
economists to explain this economic phenomenon .

Statis-

ticians and econometricans have recently felt the need for
testing these theories because of their multiplicity ,
inconsistency, and incompleteness .

'i'his work is an analyt-

ical study of the three major problems that are generally
incurred in the statistical testing of business cycle
theories .
Purpose

of the Study
The purpose of this study is to identify, explain ,

and evaluate the three major problems that are involved in
the statistical testin~ of business cycle theories , inasmuch
as statisticians and econometricans have recently felt the
need for testing these theories.
Limitations of the Scope
The scope is limited in two ways; (1) to the three
major problems that are generally involved in the statistical testinP, of business cycle theories important enou~~ to

2

warrant relative treatment ; and (2) to the methods that are
generally used to solve these 1>roblems.

.l:hese problems have

1

come about as a result of the efforts of statisticians and
econometricans to construct economic models of business cycles.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined in the context in
which they are used in the study .
Business Cycle .

A fluctuation in ag!!'I'egate economic

activity .
Variable .

A quantity which may take any one of a

suecified set of values .

Dependent VariabJ e. One whose values are to be
rela ted to or estimated from the values of the known variable.
Independent Variable .

One whose values are known or

Multiple Correlation.

The study of the relationship

p;iven.

between a deuendent variable and two or more independent
variables .
~

.

An

observation in an ordered series is said

to be a peak if its value is greater than the value of its
two neighboring observations.
Reference Dates .

The dates at which general business

activity turns upward or downward.

3

Trend .

A lon~- term movement in an or dered series

which may be regarded as generating the obser ved values .
Trough.

An

observation in a discontinuous time

series which is lower than each of the two neighboring
observations; or in the continuous series , a point where
the series has a minimum.
I4ethodology
The methodology involved surveying the literature
for the purpose of selecting the three major problems that
are involved in the statistical testing of business cycle
theories and the methods that are generally used to solve
these problems .

CHAPTER II

DATING BUSINESS CYCLES
The Problem of Datin~
The dating of business cycles is one of the three
major- problems incurred in the statistical testinf of business cycle theories .

This problem involves marking off the

points at which a period of expansion ~ives way to a period
of contracti~n . l

When dealing ~ith this problem, the analyst

usually delimits those two phases and included in them ~re
the four phases that a re now ~enerally recognized ; expansion
includin~ the revival and expa.~sion phases and co1traction
including the recession and contraction phases .
The process of dating the business cycle involves
many diffic1lties , some of them havinu no explicit solutions .
For exa~ple , in analyzin~ the statistical series the analyst
must first remove seasonal vari~ti ons from the original data
before he can fix the dates for the cyclical peaks and troughs
in each series .

This problem i s d.iscursed more fully in

chapter three .

· 1 Eerl c. Hald , Bu~iness Cycles .
Company , 1954), p . 27 .

~Dallas: rlou$ton

5
The removal of seasonal variations results in a considerable
scatter of the dates on which different series make their
turnq in a given business cycle .

The analyst' s next task is

to compute a "mean month" around vrhich the expansion and contraction ph~ses of the cycle center .

Re must then compare

the dates of the cyclical turns in the individual series
with the dates of the peaks and troughs of business cycles
thBt h~ve already been fixed .

He finds that some lead the

turning dates, sone coincide with them , while others leg
behind them . 2
This procedure for datinu business cycles has much
to be desired.

First of all , the computed mean month is

not an adequate description of the array from which it is
computed, although it is a useful tool for studying that
array .

Secondly, the monthly dates that mark off the expan-

sion and contraction phases are not adequate statements of
the datinv of these turning points .

However, they are use-

ful tools for studying leads and lags .

Thirdly , turning

dates are so often observed by erratic movements that they
are hard to establish.

Even after they are established they

are subject to error , particularly if there were errors in
the ori~inal data.

The durations of business cycles differ

so much and so irregularly that they give poor indications
as to when the next cyclical turn may occur.

Not only that,

2
Geoffrey R. Moore , Business Cycle Indicato rs. ( New
York: National Bureau of Economic Rese~rch , 1961) , p. 163.
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but the durations of cyclical contr~ctions seem to vary
more tban those of cyclical expansion. 3
the problem of dating business cycles as already
shown is a~sociated ~ith leads and lags v,~ic~ are associated
with business f0rec~sting ~

.tor example , when business indica-

tors are measured , some will be contracting while others are
expandin~ .

T~e date that is pl8ced on these activities

represents the general trend of business and is a mean date .
The major proble~ involved in busi~ess forecasting
is that the variables do not c~anRe at the sa e ti~e or at
the same rate .

This f~ct makes dating the business cycle

of greater difficulty.

For exa~ple , if stock prices, as a

lealinr,.indicator , decreased , how long would it be before
the rest of the ecnnomy r·ould be effected .

If investments

are increased in order to stimulate the economy , how long
will t~is take?

the point is , there is a tioe elenent

bet,een the variables ~hich is difficult to date .
In view of this problem , then , is accurate business
forecasting possible?

Actually , the success in usin½ lerd-

ing indicators in forecastin~ depends on two factors ; tl)
the ability of the forecaster to distinguish betw~en brief ,
err~tic movements in the data and movements vrhich have fundamental cycl.ical siPnificance and ( 2) the variability of the
.
· di cat ors . 4
lea.d time given by the lead 1.ng
in
31bid ., p . 165.

41bid., p . 167 .

7

October , 1947 , provides a good example of the former
case.

The leadinF-; indicators sho~·ed a declining trend and

gave a rather clear indication of the coming recession of
1948- 49 .

However, durin~ the four- month period , April

through July 1948, the leading indicators moved counter to
t his trend.

This erratic movement could , undoubtedly have

been troublesome to the forecaster . 5
the years 1948- 49 and 1953- 54 provide a good example
of the l2tter case .

In the recessions and revivals of those

years, the lead time of the leading indicators index varied
from eight to thirteen months (measured from peak to peak
and from tr,ugh to trough) .

The lead time for revivals was

somewhat shorter than the lead time for recessions end there
is no recson to believe that the length of the time in future
cycles will remain within these limits.

Clearly , the behavior

of the leadin~ indicators does not provide a foundation for
pinpointing in advance the precise dating of cyclical turning
points.
All that can be said concerning the possibility of
a ccurate business forecastinq is that sometimes the leading
business indicators are right and sol'!Etimes they are wrong.
The fi.csures released from ilarch, 1963, marked the first time
tha t the indicators have moved steadily in the same direction
for two months in succession since June , 1962, when they incorrectly showed a coming recession .

5Ibid., p . 113

8

In February , 1964, after nine months of inconclusive
gestures, 25 of the 30 leading indicators showed a marked
trend, 6si of them pointin~ upward as compared to 40% in
January . 6

In June , 1964 , when the indicai;ors shoV1ed a

coming recession , most economists doubted them and they were
right .

It seemed then that the indicators would reverse their

showin~ but they never did .

This was not the first time indica-

tors were wrong for although they predicted each of the postwar
recessions a~d recoveries they also predicted three recessions
that never materialized; in 1951, 1956 , and 1959 .
Indicators are often late when they are supposed to
be leadin~.

As early as last November, top government and

business economists began forecasting a steady advance for

1963 business .

lt is possible for leading indicators to be

wrong in predictin~ further expansion .

Right or wrong they

heve been less than illuminating during a period when precision was at a premium.

Even economist whose confidence had

remained high began to look for more reliable business indicators . 7
Business cycle theories are reduced to models that
contain mathematical symbols expressing the relationship
between the variables.
6 Ibid ., pp . 113- 114.
7Business Week ,

Are 'fhey Wron11 .l!:ven When They Are
Right? 1.,Uay 4, 1963 J, p . 90 .
11

9

Once this relationship is kno'"'ll precisely , the theories may
be used to predict business activity .

According to Keyne' s

model , income , comsumption, savings , and investment ar e
8
related .
In general , this relationship is one which shows
that an increase in investment results in an increase in
income .

This type relationship is explained in chapter four .

The model predicts that the increase in income will be some
multinle of the increase in investment .

The multiple is

determined by the relationship of consumption to income .

Put

into mathematical form this reads:
K :

1

1
...AQ_
- AY

9

lf the multiplier was determined as 4, meaning that
for every dollar increase in investment , there would follow
a resulting increase of four doll~rs in incone .

The variables

of Keyne ' s model have proved to be basically true , although
the exact relationship of the dependent variable income to
the independent variable investment has not been measured
precisely . lo
Xhe three primary p.oals of the United States fovernment are full employ~ent , stable prices , and economic p:rowth .
8
J . H~rvey Dodd, Econo.,ics: An Analysis of Princinles
and Problems . (Dallas: South- Western Publis:ing Company , 1965) ,
pp . 593- 609 .
9 ~homas J . BailRtones , Basic ~conomics . (Cincinnati:

South- ~e~tern Publishing Company , 1964) , pp . 224-247 .
lOlbid., p . 615 .
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According to Keyne ' s model , investment is the key to economic
growth .

That is , when investment increases , income, consump-

tion , and savin~s increase as the economy expands .

If invest-

ment decreases , this phenomenon hc1.ppens in reverse.

To obtain

the stqted ~oals, the government has undertaken the policy of
increesin,a. spending, p.:overnment investrnent,whenever recession
occurs .

The success of the ~overnment' s policy depends upon

acting when the recession occurs and upon its ability to
predict the effect of its program on the economy .
Setting Reference Dates
By far , the most extensive investigation of cyclical

patterns qnd attempts to date business cycles hrs been made
by the National Bureau of Economic Research .

The Bureau

sets up reference dates to mark off the contractions and
expansions in general business .

These reference dates are

basic to all measurements of cyclical beh~vior and they
indicate the months and years when cycles reach their peaks
and troughs •11
In setting reference dates , tre National Bureau' s
first step is checl.dng reports in trade and financial
periodicals which give the opinions of contemporary observers concerning current changes in business conditions.

The

Bureau checks the consensus of these opinions by studying
the available stati~tical indicators for the period under
11 Asher Achinstein, Introduction to Business Cycles.
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company , 1951), P• 189 .

11

examination and sel ecting tentative dates to mark the
troughs and peaks of successive business cycles .

It adjusts

the original data by removin~ seasonal variations and fixes
the dates of the peaks and troughs of the cycles in each
series.

The peak dates are the months when expansion of

a~.in-egate economic activity culminated and contraction began .
The trough dates specify when contraction culminated and
expansion began. 12
From the many series studied, the Bureau attempts to
approximate the months around which the cyclical expansions
and contractions in each series center .

This is done by

comparing the dates of the peaks and troughs of business
cycles and then revisin~ these dates in whatever way is
necessary .

Once again the Bureau found that so~e indica-

tors led t h e turnin~ dates , some coincided with them, while
others l agged behind them . 13
The validity of the reference dates set by the
National Bureau has been questioned by several eminent economist in recent years .

Foremost amonp. these are George W.

Cloos , senior business economist for the Federal Reserve
Hank of Chicago and E.

s.

Shaw.

Cloos contends that the ~u.reau' s

reference dates have not been tested adequately , that it is
impossible to pinuoint a sin~le month as a cyclical peak or
1 2Geoffrey H. Moore, "Measurin/Z Recessions , 11 American
St atistical Association, Vol. LIII , ~June , 1958) , PP • 259- 60 .
13wesley c. Mitchell , Measuring Business Cycle s , (New
York: Nationcl Bureau of Economic Resear ch , 1946), P• 669 .

12
trough in most cases, and that in cases when this is possible
the Bureau is sometimes wide of the mark by as many as three
months .

He further argues that the ~oss n~tionrl product

and the Federal Reserve Board' s industrial production j_ndex
(both rejected by the National Bureau as bein~ unreliable
indicators of general business activity) are usable measures
of general business and that their peaks and troughs are more
correct than those of the Nation~l Bureau . 14
Shaw ar~es that the Bureau' s definition of business
cycles , in terms of both general and ag.g;regate economic activity, is not only ambiguous statistically but that it is also
not very useful .

He , too , cannot understand why the Bureau

perfers to measure economic activity through the medium of
general business rather than by the gross netional product or
the Federal Reserve Board' s industrial index. 15
On the other hand, Milton Friedman defends the
"ureau ' s method of establishing reference dates .

He argues

that even though the method is rather crude , it is one of
the few methods that is available in tested form .

He further

states that it not only saves labor , but nermits comparable

14u-eorge W. Cloos , 11 .tiow Good Are 'fhe National Bureau' s
Reference Dates?" Journal of business . Vol • .X.XX.Vl (January ,
1963) , p . 14.
l5E . s. Shaw, "Burns and :.,i tchell on Business Cycles , 11
Journal of Political Economy , Vol . LV , (Au~st, 1947) , PP • 292- 3.

13
observations over a lon~er period . 16
Setting Reference Gycles
The other work done by the National Bureau on dating
business cycles concerns the setting of reference cycles , the
purpose of which is to provide a standardized method of studying the behavior of a series over several business cycles .
The reference dates that the Bureau established marked off
the periods durin~ which the behavior of a certain time series
was studied.

The behavior of that time series during these

periods was called the reference cycle of that period .
In setting refere~ce cycles , the Bureau' s first step
is to mark off the turning- point dates (reference dates) in
~eneral business activity .

These reference dates are then

used to divide every series studied by the Bureau into reference cycles.

Each such reference cycle shows the behavior

of a sin~le indicator during one particular cycle in general .
If the actual troughs and peaks of the indicator in question
differ from the reference dates for general business , it is
still the latter that determine the reference cycles into
which the series is divided.
The National Hureau divides the series into three
parts which mark the turning points in general business .
llegardless to whe.t series is studied and whether the series
has its own turninv points at these dates , they would be the
16r.lil ton .l!'riedman, The LaR in t:ffect of Monetary Policy ,"
Journal of Political Economy . Vol . LXIX (October , 1961) , PP • 453-4 .
11

14
same .
After the Bureau marks off the sepa.rate reference
cycles fore series , it converts these reference cycles into
a standard form that facilitates comparisons .

Then it com-

putes a set of average measures for the reference cycles in
any particular series. 1 7

1 7Robert Aaron Gordon , Business Fluctuations . (New York:
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1952) , PP • 265- 7.

CHAPTER III
SEPARATION OF SEASONAL, TREND, AND IRREGULAR
FLUCTUATIONS
The Problem of Ti~e Series Movements
The second of the three major problems involved in
the statistical testing of business cycle theories is to
apply a method of anr.lysis to the raw data that will isolate
the business cycle from ~11 other tine series movem~nts without eliminatin~ any of the cycle itself . 18 These movements
are seasonal variation9, secular trend, end irregular or
random fluctuationP .

A business cycle is not apparent in

all fluctuating serie~ therefore, the analyst must be able
to locate the real cycle to successfully mark off the expansion and c ntraction phase~

~~d

reveal the hidden forces

that generate the cycle .
This problem arises , when measuring business activity
bec~use it is difficult to distinguish~ e influence of cyclical fluctuations fro~ the influence o~ the other time series
movements.

Chan~es in the level of business activity may be

the result of any one or any combination of forces.

~he origi-

nal data, the r'ederal Heserve .l:ioerd' s index of industrial production for example , in which a chan~e may be observed, is
18 nonald Hamber~, Business Cycles, (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1951) , p . 26 .

The

16
the sum product of the cyclical , seasonal , trend , and irregular
factors .

Since the analyst is primarily interested in the

cyclical fo rces, he must isolate them to determine whether
they caused the change and if so to what extent .
through a process of elimination.

This is done

The other time series move-

ments are elimina~ed first and the residual is the cyclical
element. 1 9
The basic task in this problem is to eliminate the
non cyclical factors fro m the original data .

Success in

perforning this operation is of the utmost i mportance especially around the turnin~ point .

For example , failure to

recognize a downturn may result in the adoption of policies
to curb expansion when a recession has already started .
Business cycle analysts have found this to be a difficult task .

the time series under study might have character-

i stic ~ovements that resulted from non cyclical influence and
therefore have no relation to the cycle itself.

Analysts

have discovered that abstracting these movements , mrmy times ,
destroys some factors that are part of the cycle .

If these

non cyclical factors are eliminated by mathematical methods ,
nat1;1ral irregularies which may be part of the dates a.re
slurred over and lost .

Much research has been conducted in

an effort to discover an explicit method for eliminatin~ the

19Bailstones , QJ2. Cit., P• 275 .

17
seasonal factor in tie series.

~his f~ctor is easily defined

but it creates a controversy in resuect to a method for measurin~ its results .

One problem co~cernin~ the seasonal factor

is that it is a oovin~ factor and camot be expressed by
fixed averages .

rhis fact has ~iven rise to the use of the

ratio to twelve- month moving aver4ge method for eliminatine
the seasonal fq ctor .

This method is sir.lply a twel ve- Iilonth

average that moves up one month at a time .
the high and lo

It includes both

seasonal months for that year .

'l'herefore,

by removal the seasonal factors are left out while the trend
and cyclical factors remain. 20
Many economists a re skeptical of any mathematical
method for expressinr; this movinf- factor .

'l'heir c:>ntention

is that no simple mathematical cu.,..ve ~ives even an approximate fit to the oriainal data and that a better fit i~ yielded
by the free-hand method. 21 This is a method of describinP,
the relation~hip in a time series , uhereby the general trend
is estimated by drawinR a line frPe- hand through or near the
series of plotted observations . 22

20 uilliam A. Suu.,..r , Business and Econonic Statieotics.
(Homewood , Illinois: Richard D. Irwi~, Inc ., 1954) . np . 363- 9.
21

0 . Gressens . "On the lleasurement of Se,:, s 1n?.l Variqtion ,"
America'l'l StP-tistical Associ~tion , Vol . XX (June , 1925) , p . 205.
22Maurice G. Kendall , A Diction"'ry of St~tistical Terms .

(New York: Hafner Publishin~ Company , 1960) , p . 114.

18

Another problem associated with eliminating the season2l factor is seuaratin~ it from the other time ~eries
movements without seriously distortin~ the other elements
generatine the observed data. 2 3
The elimination of the seasonal factor is carried
out by measurin~ this factor and removina it from the ori~inal data.

The seasonal factor is an e~timate.

Its reliabi-

lity depends on the average amount that it varies from the
actual value .

The more closely it is to the actual value ,

the more reliable it is .

The farther it is from the actusl

value , the less reliable it is .

Estimates of the seasonal

factor are usually shown without making any Allowance for
a $tandard error or stand.,rd deviation .

Such an allowance

would be the standard error of estimate.

It measures the

avera~e amount that the computed estimate vary from the actual
estimate . 24
Secular trend must also be eliminated if the analyst
is to locate the real cycle .

~his problem would be simple

if the trends in all series moved in the SaI!le direction and
at a uniform rate .

However , data do not follow any set course

c. Lovell , "Seasonal Adjustment of ..scono..,ic
'1'ine Series and Multiple Regression An.,lysis , "American
Statistical Association , Vol LVIII (Decenber, 1963) , P • 0 96 .
2 3uichael

24 na1e

w. Jorgenson, ~'Min~mum Va7i::i.n:;e, Li~ear Unbi~se~
Seasonal Adjustment of Economic Time Series , American Stetist1~al Association , Vol LIX (September, 1964) , p . 681 .

19
and may and do change the directions of their trend as well
as their rate of chan~e . 2 5
All methods for eliminatin~ the non- cyclical factors
are based on the assumption that they can be measured and
removed f r om the cyclical f~ctors .
used primarily for thi~ purpose .

There are two methods
One is the Persons method

which includes the method of least squares .

The other is

the ratio to twelve- month moving averape ~ethod.
'.Che Persons Method
Warren M. Persons formulated a method for separating
the seasonal factor from cyclical fluctuations in time series .
His ~ethod involves a proced~re for discoverin~ whether the
tine series under study contains a seasonal factor and further ,
for separating this factor from the cyclical movements when
and if it occurs .

This procedure includes selectinR a strai~ht

line drawn throu~h the time series in such a way that the
values above the line 'lre equal to thore below the line .

~en

usin~ this method it is very important for the ~nalyst to
choose a line of best fit . 26
The Persons nethod h~s been used ~,ccessfully for
separating the seasonal factor from the cyclical movements .
The time series under study contains many observations and
each of them relates to a specific month .

A line is used

251incoln ~1. Hall , "The Detei:-mination of Secular Trend , 11
A.~erican Statistical Association , Vol . XXI (June , 1926) , P• 206 .
26 william Fellner , Trends & Cycles in Economics Life.
(New York: Henry Holt & Company , 1956) , p . 18.

20

to connect these observations and when straightened this line
yields a cyclical movement.
Uharacteristics of this method is that it eliminates
both the seasonal and secul~r trend influences from the measured
data.

Both irre,gulqr and business cycle influences are included

in the residual that remains , but the irregular influences are
retained and considered unimportant. 27
Uomplete success in usinR the Persons method depends on
two essential f acto rs; the choice of the type of trend line
that seems to fit the points of the time series reasonably
well and the choice of a method for detemininp which line
fits best.

The least squares method is one of the techniques

that is often used for this latter purpose, and it is the techniaue used in the Persons Method. 28
In regards to fittin~ polynomial trends to seasonal
data, the method of least souares hes found some use .

But the

problem here is to fit a polynomi2l trend t o an equally
separated time series with unknown seasonal differences in
such a manner that the seasonal differences and the coefficient
of the polynominal are computed simultaneous so as to minimize
the sum of the squared residuals . 29
27Elmer Clark Bratt , Business Cycles and 1''orecasting.

~Chicago : Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1948), P• 18.
28

Fellner, .Qll_. Cit., p . 10

29 Jones

Howard L. "Fitting Polynomial Trends
toSt t.
.
Seasonal Data by, the l;lethod, of Least s quares, II American
a istical Association, Vol. XXXVIII (March, 1943), P• 453 .

21
The Ratio to Twelve- Month Moving Average Method
Another method that is widely used to separate the
seasonal factor from cyclical movements is the ratio to twelvemonth movin~ average method .

This method first obtains an esti-

mate of the trend and cyclical factors by the use of a simple
movinP. average which combines twelve successive monthly
estimates there by eliminating the seasonal factor .

This moving

average c0ntains virtually all the trend and cycle and a little
or none of the seasonal and irregular movements in the data.
Division of the raw data by the moving average yields
a series of seasonal irregular ratios .

An estimate of the

seasonal factor is then obtained by averaging the seasonalirregular ratios , month by month , and assuring that the
irregular factor will be canceled out in the averaging process .
The original observations are seasonally adjusted by dividing
them by the seasonal adjustment factor . 30
Any time series may include the combined influence of
secular trend 'l' , cycles C, seasonal variations S and irre~lar
fluctuations I .
Y: TxCxSxI .

When placed in mathematical form this reads

While there are several methods for computing

seasonal indexes , the most widP.ly used is the twelve-month
moving average , which utilizes the 12-term movin~ average to
represent the 'l'C curve.

'fhis method eliminates the TC factor

from the original data by dividing Y by the twelve- month moving
average and leaves the residual elements SI.

To eliminate the

301eong , y. s. "The Use of an +terated ~ov~ng Avera/!.~
In Measuring; Seasonal Variations , " American st~ti i:;ti cal Association , Vol . LVIl (March , 1962) , p . 149 .

22
I , an arithmetic mean is ta.~en o~ the SI for each month .

the

extremely high and lo~ values are evcluded from the averape ,
leaving the S , which when adjusted so that t~e twelve- nonthly
figures qre equal to 1200 , becooes the seasonal index.31
An undesirable characteristic of this method is that it

tends to cut corners at the turning points of the cycle .

Be-

cause of this some statisticians make a free- hand correction
to the twelve- month moving average wherever it seems to depart
sip:nificantly from the TC movement.
To overco~e this shortcomin~ an iterated movinp averap.e
is used.

This type c·1rve conforms more closely to the TC move-

ments than tl e twelve- month movin~ average .

It reaches further

into cyclical peaks and trouP.hs and h2s almost the flexibility
of a free- hand curve in tracin~ the cyclical chanP-es.

Unlike

the twelve-month movin~ avera~e ~hich stops short six months
at the be.c;inninq, ::i.nd six months at the end of the series , this
method extends to both terminals of the series.

It is useful

in obtainin~ a second estim~te to the TC ele~ents , smoothin~
out irregulqr fluctuations from a deseasonalized series , and
in computinq- movin.cr or ch2.nl'inP: seasonal indeces with sunerior
results . 3 2
the ratio to twelve- month moving averafe offers the
advanta~e of bein~ easily adapable for·measuring lon~- time

3libid. , P • 152 .
3 2~

., p . 155.
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changes in seasonal fluctuations .

It contains all of the sea-

sonal factors of the months wich they represent .

~ach month

is compared with an annual flverage instead of en adjoininp.
month .

this process provides a more comprehensive measure of

seasonal veriation than the comparison of two adjoininp months . 33

33 Aryness Joy, "The use of Movini;t Aver~R'es. in. the
Measurement of Sea~onal Variations , 11 American Stati stic:::i.l
Association , Vol . XXI II , (September , 1928) , P• 24l .

CHAPTER IV
MULTIPLE CORRELATION
The Problem of Mul tinle Correlation
Multiple correlation is the third l!la.jor problem
involved in the statistical testing of business cycle theories .
'l'his problem arises because the theories contain variables
whose relationship to each other must be estimaited.

Vifferent

theories place more emphasis not only on the inclusion of certain variables but also on the emphasis that certain should
receive .

For example , stock prices may be included as an

important variable in one theory while in another it might
be left out .

~ven if included in both theories it may receive

more stress in one than in the other .

The statistician tests

for the validity of the theories and in doing so he must
measure the degree of correlation between the variables.

The

degree of correlation will bear out the validity of the theories .
1n measuring the degree of correlation between the
variables, one is characterized as independent and the others
as dependent .

The independent variable is the one upon which

the variations in the others seem to de~end .

For example, the

level of consumption per capita might seem to depend on per
capita income.

Income would be the independent variable while
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consumption would be the dependent variable.
affords a case of simple correlation.

This example

However , multiple

correlation is concerned with the relationship between two
or ,ore independent variables and one dependent variAble.
The rel~tionship between the dependent variable and
the ind.ependent variables incorporates the idea o:' functionrl
relrtionships .

the movements o~ these variables will eitPer

be in the same or in opposite directions and the value assumed
by the dependent variable are a function of the values assumed
by the independent variAbles.

Thi s type rel ationship forms an

explicit function , and in most cases the dependent variable is
identified by the letter Y while the variebles on which it
34
depends ~re c~lled the independent variables .
uul tiple correlation 9JlA_lysis provides a measure for
determinin~ how the deuendent V8riable chanaes with a ~iven
cha.npe in the vari?ble or variables on Tihi ch it depends.

For

example , if per ce~ita consumption depends on income and consumer preference , multiple correletion would show how it would
be affec~ed by a chanrre in these two variables .

This measure

is a re~ression equation which makes estimating the value of
the dependent variable from the independent variables possible .
The accuracy of such estimates is measured by the standard error
of estimate ; and the degree of correlation i s deteroined by the

34 william Addison Neiswanger , "Elementary Statistical

Methodsn. (New York: The Iliacmill!lll Company , 1956) , P• 607 •
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coefficient of correla tion. 35
'l'hree problems seem to manifest themselves in multi ple
correlation analysis .

The first one deals with measuring the

correlation between the many variables .

If consumption , income

and commodity prices ~ere the vari ables under study , the problem
would be to disc1ver if there is any cor relation bet'\'ieen them.
If consumntion were found to depend on ill!come and commodity
prices, this would be multiple correl tion with consumpti on
0

bein~ the dependent variable and income and comModity prices
being the independent variables .
The problem of correlation is one aspect of the gener al
problem of nrob2bility .

The correlation calculus , discovered

by Sir Francis Gal ton , was developed into the coefficient of
correlation for simple correlation and extended to multiple
correlation .

KBrl Pearson devised and recammended the correla-

tion ratio for measurin~ correlation between two variables , but
the ~eneral problem of correlation for any number of variables
has not been solved . 36
The second problem i s measurinp the separate effects
of the m2ny vari2bles .

If the level of consumption depends on

income and commodity prices , ho~ much would a one percent change
in these variables effect the level of consumption and how long
will it be before this chanue becomes evident?

Troublesome

35.llli., 'P · 609 .
36w. R. F. Weldon, "Correlation Analysis ", The Review
of ~cononic Statistics , Vol . VIl (Dece1ber , 1959) , p . 186 .
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data proble~s are always ~resent.

the decision as to miat

variables should be used and ho~ they should be related in
attemutin", to explain the behavior under study is always a
difficult one .

Another problem that is also difficult is

choosing a method o~ estimatin~ the parameters , ~hich ar e
unknown quantities that vary over a certain set of values . 38
The third problem is determinin~ the accuracy of the
estimates mode from the regression equation . 39

This is a

problem because the r elations shov.n by the r egression eouation m~y be influenced by secular trends , cyclical fluctuations , or seasonal variations .

These influences may ca,1 se

hiRh correlations between variables which are ~ctually not
associated .

It is possible for these fluctuations to appear

in any unedited economic time series . 40
'.Che Method of Least Sguar es
In measurin~ the corr elation between the v?riables
that are contained in a particulPr business cycle theory , the
statistician attempts to i ndicate the trend of the data by
drawing a trend line throu~h a set of points .

However , such

a line is meaningful only if it is t~e nearest line to all
the points .

The mathenatical procedure that is often used to

3•~eiswan~er , Q.n . Cit. , p . 647 .
39

Henry

1,

Kendall , Q.D. . Qil., P• 211

40Sidney F . Mack , El ementary St"l.ti sties .
ol t and Company., 1960), p . 159 .

(1~ew

York:
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obtain the nearest line is knov,n as the method of least sauares .
A trend line conputed by this method is such that the sum of

the squ"'.res of the deviations of tl e observed values about it is
minimum.

!t'or this reason tPe least squares line is soI!letimes
called the l i ne of best fit . 42
Hesides bein.Q' a nseful tool in sh.ov;inp- the trend of the

data, the method o~ least souares has ano~~er use in nultiple
correl~tion analysis.

i'lhen it is necess~ry or desirable to

describe the trend by a mathe~atical equation , this method is
the moGt use~il and widely used technique .

Not only does it

yields an equation , but also the time fitted by this method
bears a very definite and easily understandable rel2tionship
to the observation points to whicr the line is fitted. A3
Once the statisticiw decides on the general kind of
trend that is appropriate to a given set of datP , he must
decide just nhere the trend line should be drawn.

i'he use of

the straight line trend means that , whatever the short- term
ups and downs of the series , t~e long- time drift of the data
will sho~ a steady constqnt chanRe, increasin~ or decreasing
from year to year.

rhe successive values represented by the

trend line are in arithmetic progression.
For each individual year under consideration a correspondin~ vertical line is drawn to connect the point of the
data curve with the point of the proposed trend line .

'!'his

42

.IJ2M., p . 505

43samuel B . Rich.mond , Principles of ~t~tistical, Analysis .
(New York: The Ronald Press Comp~ny , 1957) , p. 281 .

-
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line measures the deviations of the trend line f~om the data
for each year .

If

8

number of vertical lines are taken to-

~ether , they will yield a description of the dePTee to which
the trend line fits the data.

If these vertical lines are

....,

,

shor\_, the fit is close and therefore the degree of correlation is lo~.

In view of this , it seems reasonable to construct

a trend line for a given series in such a ~y that" the vertical
~deviatinns will be as short as possible . 44
If a ~iven line fits the deta closely , the deviations
will be s~all and the sum of the squared deviations vrill also
be small .
case .

The same rel~tionship holds trJe in the o-pposi te ·

A rule of thumb to follow in selecting the trend line

which fits the data best is that for any given set of data
select the line such that the sum of the squared deviations
of the data pbout the line is smaller than it ~ould be\for
any other line fitted to the same data.

This is the principle

of least squares . 45
A strai~ht line fitted to a set of data by the method

of least squares is identical v:ri th a line whose parameters are
estimated by methods applied to linear correlation .

However ,

if the problem concerns fittin~ a straight line to a set of
data, then the question of what is the best line becomes a

4 4 Edward Js . Lewis , Methods of Statistical Analysis in
.l!;conomics and Business . (Boston: Houghton l ifflin Uompany , 1954) ,
p. 396 .

45 Ibid ., pp . 397- 398.
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serious one .

The criterion for selectin~ the line is that the

sum of the qbsolute values of the deviations must be a minimum.
This line may be a better "best" line than the least squares
line , in the sense that it is easier to understand and explain . 46
1.!ultiple Correlation Analysis is said to be one of the
mo ft useful tools available for business ~.nalysis , planning ,
and forecasting.

It is used ~enerally by econometricians , opera-

tions researchers wd man ~enent consultants .

However, there

is too little evidence of its day- to- day use as a tool for
forecasting , for budueting and measurin~ the o~erational
elements , the assets and the liabilities of business. 47
The Gra-ohic Method

The .graphic method of multiple correlation is usually
·illustrated on a scattered dia~ram and gives information on
how the variables ~re related, but it can also be used to estimate or predict the values of the independent v::-.ri8bles .
The use of the scqttered diagram to indicate the de~ree
of correlation is an effective first step in the analysis of
relationships .

It permits the analyst to see approximately

how close a relationship exists between the variables , P..nd uill
also indicate w''ether this relationship is direct or inverse .
For example , if larP.'.e v"lnes of the denendent variable are
associated with small values of the independent variables is
46 Etto J . Karst , "Lineqr <.,'urve !t'i ttinp: Usinr. 1-.-st Deviations", Anerican St,,ti c:tical As soci~tion , Vol. 1111 , (.,1arch , 195'3) ,
47Robert A. Knci.1)"'> , 11.l!'orecastina and Measurino- with Correl ation Analysis , 11 Financi"l Executive, Vol . XXXl Cay , 1963) , P • 13.
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an inverse relationshi·p .

l n th e f oner case ,

the plotted points

will be grouped about a line that has a positive slope .

In the

latter case , tryey will be ~rouped about a line that has a negative slope . 48
the first ste~ in the ~aphic method of multiple correlation is to plot the deuendent variable
independent variables

x1

a~ainst one of the

x2 • The dependent variable is plotted

alon~ the vertical scale of the diapram and the indenendent
variable alon~ the horizonal scale.

Each dot is labeled so

that the corresnondinR observation for each variable ~ay be
identified throu~hout the process .
The next step involves pickinq out groups of two or
more observations for

x3 having similar values. Lines, known

as drift lines , are drawn throuP.h each .ca-oup on the Xi-X2 diagram.

These lines ere drawn in such a manner that the squares

of the vertical deviation of the points from the line will be
as small as "Oossible.

'l'he smaller the deviation the hip.,her

will be the correlation .

The larger the deviation the smaller

the correlation . 49

48 stockton, Qll. ~it., PP • 414- 41 5.
49 nick A. Leabo , Basic StRtistics For ~usiness and
Economics . (Homewood , Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc ., 1960) ,
p . 130.

SUMMARY

The statistical testinu of business cycle theories
involves several problems , three of which are of primary
importance .

•rhese are dating the business cycle, separating

seasonP.l, trend, and irregular fluctuations, and multiple
correlation.

Statisticians have found that these problems

do not lend themselves to simple solutions .
the first problem concerns datin~ the business cycle
as to when a period of expansion gives way to a period of
contraction.

·rhe National tiureau of Economic Research attempts

to solve this problem by establishin~ reference dates and reference cycles .

This method ~ives a common point of reference

and makes possible the study of the behavior of the factors
which generate the cycle.

However , these measures are averages

and are not ali."ays good representatives o"" the actual values .
The second problem deals "ith separatinr• the seasonal,
trend , ~nd irregular fluctuations from the cycle .

The methods

th2t are generally used to solve thiz problen are Persons '
method which includes the method of least squares and the ratio
to twelve-month movin~ avera~e method .

When fitted to the data,

the least squares line brin.Q.'s out the trend and the residual is
the cvcle .

'rhis· line is not always the line of best fit .

The

ratio to twelve- month movin~ average eliminates the seasonal
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factor but it tends to cut corners at the turning; -points .
'l'he iterated movin~ average method was develo-ped to correct
this deficiency .
The third problem concerns multiple correlation .
This problem involves measurinp the degree of correlation
between the dependent and two or nore independent variables .
The methods P"enerally used to solve this problem are the
least squares method and the ,cn-aphic method.

These methods

can show whether there is correlation between the variables ,
but they are deficient for measurin~ the degree of correlation.

The coefficient of correlation was developed to

measure the degree of correl ation between the variables .

COI'ICLUSI ON
The avail~bility of raw data and the import~nce
of econo~ic qrowth to the government have added to our
ability to test business cycle theories as well qs impress
us with the importance of underste.na.ing the precise relationship involved .

The i mportance given to the areas of

statistics , nathemati cal economics , and econo,etrics is
proof of the concern ~iven to business cycle analysis .
,,,.....t

Testing business cycle theories, thr,uah the medium
of statistics see'!"ls to be the s11rest means of determining
the relation s between and the importance of the numerous
factors stressed by these theories .

It is only throu~h

statistical testina th~t the validity of these theories
can be deter~ined .
Methods of the past have been inefficient in solving
the problems incurred in testing business cycle theories .
~hese methods are l ~ckin~ in too meny respects to give unquestionable results .

The validity of the theories must be tested.

However , as yet the methods used to solve the problems incurred
in testing have not and c1.nnot be acce-pted without re servations .
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